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Dolly and errol’s relationship boundaries An individuals lifestyle may prevent 

them from developing a sense of belonging. This idea is supported when 

Errol comes to see Dolly and she is too embarrassed to invite him inside 

Attempt to belong Dolly’s fears rejection, therefore doesn’t invite him inside. 

A person’sculturemay result in them struggling to find acceptance. The 

quote, “ you’re white, i’m aboriginal’ is symbolic of the division among 

different cultures in Dolly and Errol’s society and implies Dolly is aware of 

their differences. 

Microcosmic world Juxtaposition of division of cultures in society The Quote. “

Except their  segregated” explores the challenges associated with barriers

that precent love an acceptance, and here, Dolly’s rejection against Errol’s

efforts are evident. Again, Errol comments on the weather in the quote “ it’s

a  beautiful  day”  which  reveals  his  attempt  to  connect  with  Dolly.  Her

response, “ it’s stinking hot” reveals her sense of rejection and negativity

towards his positivity. 

She’s a realist,  pessimistic and he’s positive - optimistic  The quote “ you

people? ” is significant in establishing Dolly’s place in the world and implies

she  finds  it  hard  to  belong  because  of  her  culture  An  individual  may

contribute to another person’s  sense of  belonging.  This  idea is supported

when Gladys forces Dolly and Errol’s relationship as she wants to provide

opportunities for her daughter The quote “ Are you saying you’d rather live

in a humpy by the river when i’m promising you the world? suggests Errol

believes Dolly’s lifestyle prevents her from belonging. Like Gladys, he too

wants  Dolly  to succeed in  life  Dolly  rejects  Errol  as she knows that  they

should not have anycommunicationwith each other not to mention falling in
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love with each other, she knows that if  she takes a step further with the

relationship that she currently has with Errol it could lead to the deterioration

of their social status in the society especially for Errol. 
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